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Gelassenheit
Waiting, something opens
without our willing it,
without force.
Calm, in half-light, the horizon
crosses our sight,
the opening
of a dawn, a memory,
half-hoped for
your metaphors coming home
familiar ghosts, dreamed of
as they cross through the loved fields
and dry gullies,
bringing with them unspoken conversation,
new thought suspended
without knowing,
awaited, but unattended.
A vastness of silent notes
accompanies us, a symphony
we have longed to hear
of belief far beyond
our interpretations, open
to the swinging movement, and the resting
between here and any horizon
you have ever dreamed, seeing
the other side
of this surrounding openness
coming to meet us,
this spaciousness which is halted and held,
where everything merges
immeasurable in its own resting.
Lyn McCredden 
 
